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Abstract

A number of complexity classes, most notably PTIME,
have been characterised by sub-systems of linear logic. In
this paper we show that the functions computable in log-
arithmic space can also be characterised by a restricted
version of linear logic. We introduce Stratified Bounded
Affine Logic (SBAL), a restricted version of Bounded Lin-
ear Logic, in which not only the modality ! but also the
universal quantifier is bounded by a resource polynomial.
We show that the proofs of certain sequents in SBAL rep-
resent exactly the functions computable logarithmic space.
The proof that SBAL-proofs can be compiled to LOGSPACE
functions rests on modelling computation by interaction di-
alogues in the style of game semantics. We formulate the
compilation of SBAL-proofs to space-efficient programs as
an interpretation in a realisability model, in which realisers
are taken from a Geometry of Interaction situation.

1. Introduction

Sub-systems of Linear Logic [4] can be used to char-
acterise complexity classes. The most prominent example
of a complexity class captured by a sub-system of linear
logic is PTIME, being characterised by many versions of lin-
ear logic such as Bounded Linear Logic [7], Light Linear
Logic [6] and Soft Linear Logic [12]. In this paper we con-
tribute a version of linear logic that characterises logarith-
mic space. We introduce Stratified Bounded Affine Logic
(SBAL), which is strongly based on Bounded Linear Logic
(BLL) [7]. Being a sub-system of linear logic, SBAL can
naturally be viewed as a type system for the second order
λ -calculus. We show that SBAL-typeable λ -terms capture
the functions computable in logarithmic space.

Functions computable in logarithmic space are typically
thought of as being implemented by algorithms that have
access to a constant number of pointers into the input. In a
functional programming setting, the use of pointers can be
naturally represented by using higher-order functions. Sup-
pose, for example, that the input to a LOGSPACE function

is presented as a string. A pointer into a string is a natural
number i that points to the ith character in the string. One
can then represent a string as a function s : N → Σ, where
Σ is the alphabet, and where s(i) is either the ith character
of the string or a blank symbol if i points beyond the end
of the string. With this representation of strings, a function
from strings to strings is represented by a function of type
(N→ Σ)→ (N→ Σ). Algorithms that use a constant num-
ber of pointers into the input can be naturally represented
as functions of this type. The pointers are represented by
natural numbers and pointer lookup is given by function ap-
plication. In this way, LOGSPACE algorithms can be natu-
rally represented as functions of higher-order type. Strati-
fied Bounded Affine Logic supports higher-order functions
and the representation of LOGSPACE algorithms by higher-
order functions.

Besides higher order functions, Stratified Bounded
Affine Logic also supports a form polymorphism that can
be used for the representation of inductive data types. Ba-
sic data types such as N and Σ can be represented in the
second-order λ -calculus by impredicative encodings. The
natural numbers, for example, can be represented as the el-
ements of the type ∀α.(α ⇒ α)⇒ α ⇒ α . In most of the
linear-logic-based type systems for capturing complexity
classes, inductive data types are represented in this fashion.
In these type systems, the function space is decomposed in
a modality and a linear function space, but universal quan-
tification remains unchanged. For example, in Bounded
Linear Logic, natural numbers can be represented as ele-
ments of type ∀α. !y<p(α(y) ( α(y+1)) ( α(0) ( α(p),
where p is a resource polynomial. In Stratified Bounded
Affine Logic too, data types can be represented by an en-
coding in this style. However, to remain in logarithmic
space, we need to impose a restriction on universal quantifi-
cation, leading to a stratified form of universal quantifica-
tion. Natural numbers can then be represented as elements
of type ∀α ≤ q. !y<p(α(y) ( α(y + 1)) ( α(0) ( α(p).
In this formula, both p and q are resource polynomials as in
Bounded Linear Logic.

Stratified Bounded Affine Logic is strongly based on
Bounded Linear Logic. Both logics contain the connec-



tives ⊗ and ( from intuitionistic linear logic and they both
contain a restricted modality !x<p for the fine-grained con-
trol of duplication. The restricted modality !x<p is used in
place of the standard modality ! from linear logic in order
to restrict the uses of the duplication map !A ( !A⊗ !A.
The intuition is that while !A contains an unbounded num-
ber of copies of A, the formula !x<pA represents only p-
many copies. For instance, !x<2A is isomorphic to A[0/x]⊗
A[1/x]. Thus, ! is replaced with a family of modalities !x<p,
one for each polynomial p. Then, the duplication map
!A ( !A⊗ !A becomes !x<p+qA ( !x<pA⊗ !x<qA and the
bounds on the modalities restrict how often a datum can be
duplicated in the course of an iteration. The main difference
between BLL and SBAL lies in the rules for universal quan-
tification. While in BLL the rules for the universal quanti-
fiers are the same as in intuitionistic linear logic, SBAL only
contains bounded universal quantification ∀α ≤ p.A.

While we view SBAL as a type system that identi-
fies LOGSPACE-computable functions in the second-order
λ -calculus, we cannot use a standard functional evalua-
tion strategy to compute the outputs of functions. Above,
we have argued that it is natural to represent LOGSPACE-
algorithms by higher-order functions. With a standard eval-
uation strategy, like the ones in the PTIME-logics of loc. cit.,
the evaluation of such functions typically requires linear
space. This is because we represent input and output words
as functions, and linear space is needed to store them. In
this paper we introduce an evaluation strategy using which
higher-order representations of LOGSPACE-algorithms can
be evaluated in logarithmic space.

We use ideas from game semantics to compile SBAL-
typed higher-order programs to space-efficient programs.
The central idea of game semantics is to represent compu-
tation by question/answer-dialogues between a number of
entities. The compilation of SBAL takes the form of an in-
terpretation in a model in which the computation is repre-
sented by dialogues that can be played in a space-efficient
way. For the present purposes, one may think of a program
as being modelled by a fixed message-passing network, in
which questions and answers are being passed around as
messages. One should think of the questions and answers
as being of a basic type, such as the natural numbers. The
result of a computation is determined by sending a number
of questions to the network and interpreting the answers.
In this paper we only consider networks that can be sim-
ulated by algorithms that store in memory only a constant
number of questions and answers. Thus, an interpretation of
SBAL in such a model amounts to a compilation to programs
whose memory requirements are linear in size of questions
and answers that may appear in the course of a computation.
Given this translation, it is clear that when all questions and
answers have logarithmic size in the size of the input, then
the whole program can be evaluated in logarithmic space.

2. Stratified bounded affine logic

Definition 1. A monomial over a finite set X of variables
is a finite product ∏i

(xi
ni

)
, where each xi is a variable in X ,

where no two variables xi and x j for i 6= j are the same, and
where each ni is a non-negative integer.(
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A resource polynomial over X is a polynomial with vari-
ables in X and rational coefficients, which arises as a finite
sum of monomials over X . We write P(X) for the set of
resource polynomials over X . We refer to the finite set X as
the set of resource variables.

For p,q ∈ P(X) write p ≤ q if the polynomial q− p is
a resource polynomial. It is the case that if p and q are
resource polynomials over X , then so are p+q, p ·q, p[q/x]
and ∑x<q p. The last point, that resource polynomials are
closed under bounded summation, is the reason for using
polynomials with binomial coefficients, as opposed to, say,
polynomials with natural numbers as coefficients. Notice,
however, that each polynomial with natural coefficients and
variables in X is a resource polynomial over X .

An environment η on X is a function that maps each
x ∈ X to a natural number. We write V (X) for the set of
environments on X . For p ∈ P(X) we write p[η ] for the
natural number obtained by evaluating p at η .

In addition to ordinary resource polynomials we also use
resource polynomials with a number of bound variables,
such as e.g. p = λx.x · x+ y.

Definition 2. Define the set Pk(X) of polynomials with k
bound variables inductively by P0(X) = P(X) and

Pk+1(X) = {λx. p | p ∈ Pk(X ∪{x}),x /∈ X}.

For p ∈ Pk+1(X) and q ∈ P(X), we write p(q) for the poly-
nomial p′[q/x] ∈ Pk(X), where p = λx.p′. An ordering on
the elements of Pk(X) is given by

p≤ q ⇐⇒ ∀r1, . . . ,rk ∈ P(X). p(r1, . . . ,rk)≤ q(r1, . . . ,rk).

The syntax for the formulae of SBAL is defined by

A ::= α(~p) | A⊗A | A ( A | !x<pA | ∀α ≤ p : Fmk.A,

where the resource variable x in !x<pA binds any occurrence
of x in A and the second-order variable α in ∀α ≤ p : Fmk.A
binds any occurrence of α in A. With the exception of the
universal quantifier, the formulae are as in Bounded Lin-
ear Logic. In particular, each second-order variable α is
applied to a number of resource polynomials ~p. The logic
is set up so that each second-order α variable has a fixed



arity, meaning that α must be applied to previously spec-
ified, fixed number of resource polynomials. Compared to
Bounded Linear Logic, the formula ∀α ≤ p : Fmk.A for uni-
versal quantification has two additional parameters k and p.
The parameter k is there for technical convenience only. It
represents the arity of the variable α . More important is
the presence of the polynomial p with k bound variables. It
serves as a size bound on α .

Next we define the judgement Σ ` A ≤ p : Fm, which
declares A to be a well-formed formula of size p. In
this judgement, Σ is a second-order context of declarations
α ≤ q : Fmk, declaring α to be a second-order variable of ar-
ity k with size-bound q ∈ Pk(X). In the logic we allow only
well-formed formulae. In this way, we enforce that second-
order variables are used according to the arities declared
in Σ. The rules for the judgement Σ ` A ≤ p : Fm appear in
Figure 1. The meaning of the size polynomials in this figure
will become clear when we give a semantic interpretation of
SBAL in Section 3. For the time being, it should suffice to
say that the interpretation of a formula will comprise a set
of questions and a set of answers and the size-polynomial
bounds the size of the elements of these two sets.

We write Σ ` A : Fm instead of Σ ` A ≤ p : Fm if we are
not interested in the polynomial p. Also, since in a decla-
ration α ≤ p : Fmk the number k can be inferred from the
polynomial p, we often write just A≤ p for it. In particular,
we write ∀α ≤ p.A instead of ∀α ≤ p : Fmk.A. Moreover,
we write !pA for !x<pA if x does not appear free in A.

Like Bounded Linear Logic, Stratified Bounded Affine
Logic allows for monotonicity reasoning on resource poly-
nomials. For example, if p ≤ q holds then the implications
α(p) ( α(q) and !qA ( !pA are derivable. For the formu-
lation of such monotonicity reasoning, we define notions of
positive and negative occurrences of a resource variable in a
formula as follows. A resource variable x occurs positively
in α(p1, . . . , pn) if it occurs in one or more of the polynomi-
als p1, . . . , pn. If x occurs positively (resp. negatively) in A
or B then it occurs positively (resp. negatively) in A⊗B. If x
occurs positively (resp. negatively) in A or negatively (resp.
positively) in B then it occurs negatively (resp. positively)
in A ( B. Any resource variable x that occurs in A occurs
in !x<pA with the same polarity as in A. Any resource vari-
able x that occurs in p occurs negatively in !x<pA. Finally,
any variable x that occurs in A occurs in ∀α ≤ p : Fmk.A
with the same polarity as in A. Note that a variable x can
occur both positively and negatively in a formula. We say
that a set X is positive for a formula A if each x ∈ X occurs
only positively in A.

With these definitions, we are ready to define the infer-
ence rules of SBAL, which appear in Figure 2. The judge-
ment Σ ` A ≤ B expresses that the formulae A and B differ
only in their resource polynomials and that B subsumes A.
The judgement Σ |Γ`B, in which Γ is a list of formulae and

B is a formula, expresses logical entailment of B from Γ.
We note that all the modality rules of Bounded Linear

Logic are available in Stratified Bounded Affine Logic. In
addition, SBAL contains the rule (FUNCTORIALITY). This
is not an essential extension to the modality rules, as Hof-
mann & Scott [9] have shown that this rule can be added
without harm to BLL as well. Furthermore, SBAL contains
an unrestricted weakening rule, which, for example, is use-
ful to prove !2p(A⊗B) (!pA⊗!pB. Again, this is not an es-
sential difference to BLL, as unrestricted weakening can be
added to BLL without affecting PTIME-characterisation re-
sults [9]. The main essential difference between SBAL and
BLL lies in the rules for universal quantification. In particu-
lar, rule (∀-L) allows us to instantiate a universal quantifier
∀α ≤ p.A only with formulae whose size polynomial does
not exceed p. In this way, universal quantification SBAL is
stratified by size polynomials.

The inference rules of SBAL can be viewed as typing
rules for the second-order λ -calculus (System F). Each
SBAL formula can be translated to a formula of System F
by removing the modality !x<p, by replacing ( with ⇒
and ∀α ≤ p with ∀α . Thus, the rules in Figure 2 translate
to typing rules in System F. We refer to the System F type
obtained from a SBAL formula A as the underlying set of A.
By translating a derivation in SBAL to a derivation in Sys-
tem F, we can assign a λ -term to each derivable sequent.
We call this λ -term the underlying function of a sequent.

2.1. Examples

2.1.1. Representing inductive data types. We give a few
examples to show that while universal quantification in
SBAL is stratified, it can nevertheless be used to represent
inductive data types in the style of impredicative encodings.
A few examples appear in Figure 3. The formula Fp

k repre-
sents a finite set with k elements; the formula Np

x represents
natural numbers not larger than x; and Sp

x represents binary
words of length at most x. The definitions of Fp

k , Np
x and Sp

x
differ from corresponding impredicative encodings in BLL
only in the presence of a bound on the universal quantifier.

To give an example of how inductive data types can be
used in SBAL, we define a few functions for the type of nat-
ural numbers Np

x . The constant zero of type Np
x and the

successor function of type Np
x ( Np

x+1, where x and p are
arbitrary, can be defined as in BLL.

Addition. We show that addition on Np
x can be defined

in SBAL. For the definition we need the size polynomial
of Np

x , which is easily derived using the rules from Figure 1:

` Np
x ≤ 2(2((x+2(p(x)+ p(x+1)))2 + p(0))+ p(x))

Write n(p,x) for the polynomial in this sequent. With this
notation, addition is defined by the derivation in Figure 4.



∀1 ≤ i ≤ k.qi ∈ P(X)
Σ, α ≤ p : Fmk ` α(q1, . . . ,qk)≤ p(q1, . . . ,qk) : Fm

Σ ` A ≤ p : Fm Σ ` B ≤ q : Fm

Σ ` (A⊗B)≤ 2 · (p+q) : Fm

Σ ` A ≤ p : Fm Σ ` B ≤ q : Fm

Σ ` (A ( B)≤ 2 · (p+q) : Fm

Σ, α ≤ p : Fmk ` A ≤ q : Fm

Σ ` (∀α ≤ p : Fmk.A)≤ q : Fm

Σ ` A ≤ q : Fm

Σ ` (!x<pA)≤ (p+q[p/x]+1)2 : Fm

Σ ` A ≤ p : Fm p ≤ q
Σ ` A ≤ q : Fm

Figure 1. Formulae and their size polynomials

Monotonicity Rules.
Σ ` α(p1, . . . , pk) : Fm Σ ` α(q1, . . . ,qk) : Fm ∀1 ≤ i ≤ k. pi ≤ qi

Σ ` α(p1, . . . , pk)≤ α(q1, . . . ,qk)

Σ ` A ≤ A′ Σ ` B ≤ B′

Σ ` A⊗B ≤ A′⊗B′
Σ ` A ≤ A′ Σ ` B′ ≤ B

Σ ` A ( B ≤ A′ ( B′

Σ ` A ≤ A′ p ≤ q
Σ ` !x<qA ≤ !x<pA′

Σ, α ≤ p : Fmk ` A ≤ A′

Σ ` (∀α ≤ p : Fmk.A)≤ (∀α ≤ p : Fmk.A′)

Logical Rules.

Σ ` A ≤ A′
(AXIOM)

Σ | A ` A′
Σ | Γ ` A Σ | ∆,A ` B

(CUT)
Σ | Γ,∆ ` B

Σ | Γ,A,B `C
(⊗-L)

Σ | Γ,A⊗B `C
Σ | Γ ` A Σ | ∆ ` B

(⊗-R)
Σ | Γ,∆ ` A⊗B

Σ | Γ ` A Σ | ∆,B `C
((-L)

Σ | Γ,∆,A ( B `C
Σ | Γ,A ` B

((-R)
Σ | Γ ` A ( B

Σ ` B ≤ p(~x) Σ | Γ,A[λ~x.B/α] `C
(∀-L) ~x fresh for p and~x positive for B

Σ | Γ,∀α ≤ p : Fmk.A `C

Σ, α ≤ p | Γ ` A
(∀-R) α 6∈ Γ

Σ | Γ ` ∀α ≤ p : Fmk.A

Σ ` A : Fm Σ | Γ ` B
(WEAKENING)

Σ | Γ,A ` B
Σ | Γ,A[0/x] ` B

(DERELICTION)
Σ | Γ, !x<1+wA ` B

Σ | Γ, !x<pA, !y<qA[p+ y/x] ` B
(CONTRACTION)

Σ | Γ, !x<p+q+wA ` B
Σ | Γ ` A

(FUNCTORIALITY)
Σ | !x<pΓ ` !x<pA

Σ | Γ, !x<p!z<q(x)A[z+∑u<x q(u)/y] ` B
(STORAGE)

Σ | Γ, !y<∑x<p q(x)A ` B

Figure 2. Inference rules of SBAL



Fp
k := ∀α ≤ p.

k times︷ ︸︸ ︷
α ( . . . ( α ( α, where k ∈ N

Np
x := ∀α ≤ p : Fm1. !y<x(α(y) ( α(y+1)) ( α(0) ( α(x)

Sp
x := ∀α ≤ p : Fm1. !y<x(α(y) ( α(y+1)) ( !y<x(α(y) ( α(y+1)) ( α(0) ( α(x)

Figure 3. Some inductive data types

...
` Np

x+z ≤ n(p,x+ z)

successor
` Np

x+z ( Np
x+z+1(FUNCTORIALITY)

` !z<y(Np
x+z ( Np

x+z+1)
evident applications

Np
x , !z<y(Np

x+z ( Np
x+z+1) ( Np

x ( Np
x+y ` Np

x+y
(∀-L)

Np
x , Nλ z.n(p,x+z)

y ` Np
x+y

Figure 4. Addition on Np
x

Coercion. In Bounded Linear Logic there exists a co-
ercion from Nx to !pNx. A similar coercion also exists

in SBAL, where we can go from Nλx.(p+n(q,x)+1)2

x to !pNq
x .

This coercion is defined by instantiating the universal quan-

tifier in Nλx.(p+n(q,x)+1)2

x with !pNq
x and then applying suc-

cessor and zero to the result. The universal quantifier can
be instantiated thus because ` !pNq

x ≤ (p+n(q,x)+1)2 is
derivable.

Monotonicity Reasoning. If q ≥ p holds then there ex-
ists a proof of Nq

x ` Np
x , whose underlying function is the

identity function. The derivation is shown below. In it we
write B for !y<x(α(y) ( α(y+1)) ( α(0) ( α(x).

α ≤ p ` α ≤ p
p ≤ q

α ≤ p ` α ≤ q
(AX)

α ≤ p | B ` B
(∀-L)

α ≤ p | Nq
x ` B

(∀-R)
Nq

x ` Np
x

We believe that the other direction Np
x `Nq

x is not derivable.
However, as in BLL, the sequent Nr

p ` Nr
q has a derivation

with the identity as the underlying function.

2.1.2. A simple logspace function. We give a very simple
example to show how we represent LOGSPACE algorithms
by higher-order functions in SBAL. In this example, we
consider LOGSPACE algorithms whose input and output are
binary strings. Binary strings of length at most x can be
represented by the formula Np

x ( Fq
3 as follows. The un-

derlying set of this formula is N → {0,1,∗}. A proof of
Np

x ( Fq
3 represents the word b1 . . .bn ∈ {0,1}∗ if its un-

derlying function f : N → {0,1,∗} satisfies f (i) = bi for
1 ≤ i ≤ n and f (i) = ∗ for i > n. With this representation

of words, a LOGSPACE-algorithm l : {0,1}∗ → {0,1}∗ can
be represented as a proof of a formula (Np(x) ( F3) (
(Nq(x) ( F3) with appropriate superscripts, such that, for
all b ∈ {0,1}∗, the underlying function of this proof maps
any function representing b to a function representing l(b).

A very simple example for such a function is the shift
function mapping b1 . . .bn to b2 . . .bn. It is represented by
the proof below.

successor
Nq

x ` Nq
x+1

(AXIOM)
Fq

3 ` Fq
3((-L)

Nq
x+1 ( Fq

3, Ns
x ` Fq

3((-R)
` (Nq

x+1 ( Fq
3) ( (Nq

x ( Fq
3)

For the analysis of the space-usage of a function
l : {0,1}∗ → {0,1}∗ represented by a proof of type
(Np(x) ( F3) ( (Nq(x) ( F3), notice that p(x) is an up-
per bound on the length of the input string. Hence, for
a LOGSPACE-evaluation of the representation of l we can
use space O(log(p(x))) = O(log(x)). Therefore, the reader
should think of space available to the computations as be-
ing logarithmic in the values of the resource variables. In
particular, the elements of Nx, i.e. the natural numbers less
than x, can be stored in memory by using binary encoding.

2.2. Skewed iteration

Above we have shown that addition on Np
x can be de-

fined in SBAL in the usual manner. Other functions, such
as multiplication can be defined analogously. However, the
iteration principle embodied by Np

x is not quite sufficient to
define all the usual basic functions on natural numbers in the
normal way. The subtraction function, for example, would
usually (e.g. in BLL) be defined by iterating the predeces-
sor function. In terms of the underlying λ -term, subtraction



would be defined by minus:=λa : N.λb : N.(b pred a). To
type this definition in SBAL, we must find a formula A(x)
such that the predecessor function can be given the type
!z<y(A(z) ( A(z + 1)). If the predecessor function is de-
fined in the usual way in SBAL, it will have type Nq

x ( Np
x

for q > p. Using rule (FUNCTORIALITY) we can give it type
!z<y(Nq

x ( Np
x ). However, due to p and q being different,

this does not quite have the required form, and there appears
to be no way to bring this type into the required form. So, it
does not appear that subtraction can be defined in SBAL in
the usual way. In BLL, on the other hand, no polynomials
appear in the superscript, and the type of the predecessor
function does have the required form.

For explaining the reason for the weakness of the iter-
ation principle in SBAL, let us consider the space needed
to evaluate an iteration. Suppose we want to represent
a LOGSPACE algorithm in SBAL. Let the resource vari-
able x denote the length of the input to this algorithm. The
formula Nq

p(x) represents natural numbers not greater than
p(x). Using a binary encoding, a LOGSPACE algorithm can
store such numbers in memory. The formula Sq

p(x), on the
other hand, represents binary words of length up to p(x). A
LOGSPACE algorithm does not have enough space to store
such words completely. Yet, the iteration principle for natu-
ral numbers allows us to derive Nq

x (!x(A ( A) ( A ( A
for both A = Np

x and A = Sp
x . Since values of type Sp

x cannot
be wholly stored in memory, iteration must be implemented
without storing intermediate values in memory.

One consequence of the fact that in the implementation
of iteration we cannot, in general, store intermediate values
is that we cannot apply the standard tail-call optimisation.
It is standard to implement an iteration by a while loop of
the following form.

v: = g;
while n > 0 do

v: = f (v);
n: = n−1

done;
return(v)

This implementation of iteration by a while loop depends on
being able to store the value v in memory. Hence, in gen-
eral, iteration in SBAL cannot be implemented using tail-call
optimisation. For this reason, iteration of the predecessor
function above cannot be allowed. Indeed, iteration of the
predecessor function without tail-call optimisation would
lead beyond logarithmic space. Nevertheless, there are in-
stances of the iteration principle that can be implemented
by a while loop, namely when the result type contains only
small values that fit into memory, e.g. A = Nq

p(x).
We now introduce the principle of skewed iteration,

which makes available in the logic that for certain formulae
that represent small values, iteration can be implemented

using a while loop as above. This iteration principle allows
one to iterate the predecessor function above, whose type
Nq

x ( Np
x is skewed in its superscripts.

Definition 3. The set of small data types is defined induc-
tively by: if p ≥ k, then Fp

k is a small data type; if q≥ λx.x,
then Nq

p is a small data type; and if both A and B are small
data types, then so is A⊗B.

The rule for skewed iteration, which in essence allows one
to ignore the superscripts of small data types in an iteration,
is defined below. In it we write I for the canonical transla-
tion of SBAL-formulae to formulae in BLL.

A, B, C and D small data types,
p and q are the polynomials from Lemma 10,
I (A) = E[y/x] I (B) = E[y+1/x]
I (C) = E[0/x] I (D) = E

(SKEW)
Σ | Γ ` Np

x ( !q!y<x(A ( B) ( !qC ( D

We write SBAL+(SKEW) for SBAL extended with this rule.

2.3. Complexity

In this section we state the main results of this paper. The
first result is that functions from Nx to Np(x) are computable
in linear space. This corresponds to the intuition that values
of type Nx represent pointers. Since pointers typically have
logarithmic size, we expect the space usage of our programs
to be linear in the size of pointers.

Theorem 1. If ` Nq
x ( Nr

p(x) is derivable and r ≥ λx.x
holds, then the underlying function of this proof is com-
putable in linear space, when viewed as a function on natu-
ral numbers in binary representation.

To formulate the result that all LOGSPACE-computable
functions can be represented in SBAL, we make precise
the representation of LOGSPACE-functions by higher-order
functions, as outlined in the Introduction. We do this for
functions on binary strings in the following definition.

Definition 4. Let p ∈ P1(X), q ∈ P(X) and r ∈ P1(X) be
resource polynomials satisfying p ≥ λx.x, r ≥ λx.x and
q ≥ 3. For such polynomials we define a formula Wp,q,r

x
by (!qNp

x ( Fq
3)⊗Nr

x. The underlying set of this formula
is (N → {0,1,∗})×N. We say that a pair 〈 f ,n〉 in this set
represents the word w0 . . .wk ∈ {0,1}∗ if n ≥ k holds and f
satisfies

f (i) =

{
wi if i ≤ k,
∗ otherwise.

We say that g : (N → {0,1,∗})×N → (N → {0,1,∗})×N
represents a function h : {0,1}∗ → {0,1}∗ if, for all w ∈
{0,1}∗, g maps any pair that represents w to a pair that rep-
resents h(w).



Theorem 2 (Soundness). If `
(
!y<tWq,r,s

x
)

( Wu,v,w
p(x) is

derivable in SBAL+(SKEW) and the underlying function of
this proof represents a function f : {0,1}∗→{0,1}∗ then f
is computable in logarithmic space.

Theorem 3 (Completeness). For each LOGSPACE func-
tion f : {0,1}∗ → {0,1}∗, there exists in SBAL+(SKEW) a
derivation of a sequent `

(
!y<tWq,r,s

x
)

( Wu,v,w
p(x) whose un-

derlying function represents f .

We outline the proof of soundness in the next section. The
proof of completeness goes by encoding a Turing Machine;
we omit the details for space-reasons.

Theorem 2 can also be formulated with Sx instead of Wx.
To do this we need to strengthen the iteration principled em-
bodied by Nx and Sx to the recursion principles

Nq
x ` ∀α ≤ p. !y<xB ( α(0) ( α(x), (RECN)

Sq
x ` ∀α ≤ p. !y<xB (!y<xB ( α(0) ( α(x), (RECS)

in which we write B for (Nv
y+w ( α(y) ( α(y + 1)). The

underlying functions of these sequents are such that the ad-
ditional argument Nv

y+w supplies the value of y to the step-
function. We do not know if the recursion principles are
derivable. However, since they can be interpreted in the se-
mantics to be introduced in the next section, we can assume
them without harming soundness.

Lemma 4. For all p there exist u, v, w and q and a proof in
SBAL+(RECN) of ` !qWu,v,w

x ( Sp
x whose underlying func-

tion maps any pair 〈 f ,n〉 that represents a word b to the
impredicative representation of b.

Lemma 5. There exist polynomials u, v, w and p and a
proof in SBAL+(RECS) of ` Sp

x ( Wu,v,w
x+1 whose underly-

ing function maps any word b to a pair 〈 f ,n〉 representing b.

By these lemmas, Theorems 2 implies a statement to ef-
fect that the underlying function f : {0,1}∗ → {0,1}∗ of
each derivation ` Sr

x ( Sq
p(x) for sufficiently large q is com-

putable in logarithmic space. We leave it for further work to
ascertain whether a completeness result of this form holds.

3. An interaction model for SBAL

In this section we outline how SBAL proofs can be com-
piled to space-efficient functions. The definition of the com-
pilation takes the form of an interpretation in a semantic
model. Owing to the fact that the underlying functions of
SBAL proofs are naturally represented in System F, the se-
mantic model is built from types and terms in System F,
which are equipped with realisers that allow the space-
efficient evaluation of functions by interaction dialogues.

We assume a standard formulation of System F, e.g. [3],
with explicit type abstraction and βη-equality, and write `F
for the typing judgements in this system.

For each type context Σ = (α1 : Type, . . . , αn : Type) we
define a syntactic category F(Σ) of types and terms in con-
text Σ. The objects of F(Σ) are types Σ `F A : Type and
the morphisms from Σ `F A : Type to Σ `F B : Type are
equivalence classes of terms Σ | · `F M : A ⇒ B under βη-
equality. Each category F(Σ) is cartesian closed, has finite
products and a natural number object N. Write F for F( /0).
We regard F as a ‘set theory’ and call its objects and mor-
phisms also sets and functions.

3.1. Geometry of Interaction situation

The semantic model for the compilation of SBAL is based
on a Geometry of Interaction (GoI) situation [1] that cap-
tures a way of modelling computation as question/answer
dialogues. We introduce the relevant structure of this GoI
situation in this section and refer to [1, 8] for further infor-
mation. In particular, a discussion on the relation of this GoI
situation to Girard’s original Geometry of Interaction [5]
can be found in Haghverdi’s thesis [8].

3.1.1. Sets and partial functions. Let B be the category
of sets and partial functions, in which each object A is fur-
thermore equipped with a total coding function c : A → 2∗.
For a ∈ A, we write |a| for the length of the word c(a). We
say that a morphism f : A → B in B is computable in space
g(n) if there exists a DSpace(g(n))-Turing Machine that
maps the code of each a ∈ dom( f ) to the code for f (a) ∈ B.

The category B has binary coproducts + that are given by
disjoint union with an evident coding function. Moreover,
B is traced with respect to +, which means that, for each
f : A + B → C + B there exists a morphism tr( f ) : A → C
satisfying the trace axioms [10]. Explicitly, tr( f ) is given
by tr0 ◦ inl, where tr0 : A + B →C is the least function sat-
isfying tr0(x) = c if f (x) = inl(c) and tr0(inr(b)) if f (x) =
inr(b). The trace operation can be depicted as follows.

f
A //

B
//

C //

B
// ⇒ tr( f ) = f

A // C //

EDBC B@AGF //

Other objects of interest in B are: the natural numbers N
with binary encoding, the set of pairs A×B with a reason-
able encoding; and the set V (X) with a coding function that
has linear overhead, i.e. |η | ∈ O(∑x∈X |η(x)|). We note
that, for each resource polynomial p ∈ P(X), the function
η 7→ p[η ] of type V (X)→ N is computable in linear space.

3.1.2. GoI construction. We now define a category G by
using the GoI construction of [1] on B. An object A of G is
a pair (A−,A+) of two objects A− and A+ of B. The set A−

is thought of as a set of questions and A+ is thought of as a
set of answers.



A morphism from A to B in G is a morphism of type
A+ + B− → A−+ B+ in B. Before we explain the intuition
for this definition, let us define the identity map and com-
position. The identity morphism id : A → A is defined to be
[inr, inl] : A+ +A− → A−+A+.

uuu
uuu
IIIIIA− //

A+
//

A+
//

A−
//

The composition g · f : A →C of f : A → B and g : B →C
is the trace of (A−+g)◦ ( f +C−) with respect to B+.

g · f = g

f

C− // C+
//

B− //

A−
//

A+
// ED//

BC�� B+@A
oo

GFOO //

To understand the definition of morphisms in G, consider
the object I = ( /0, /0). Morphisms of type I → A in G are
maps of type A− → A+ in B. Thus, a map e : I → A
describes how to answer questions for A. A morphism
f : A → B in G then describes how we can answer ques-
tions for B, given that we know how to answer questions
for A. That is, if we have a map e : I → A describing how to
answer questions for A then we also have a map f ·e : I → B
describing how to answer questions for B.

We confuse the morphisms of G with their defining
morphisms in B. For example, we say that a morphism
f : A→ B in G is in DSpace(g(n)) whenever this is the case
for the corresponding B-morphism f : A++B−→A−+B+.

The category G has been studied thoroughly, see e.g. [8].
In this paper we use a monoidal closed structure (I,⊗,()
and an endo-functor !(−) on G. On objects these are
defined by A ⊗ B = (A− + B−, A+ + B+), A ( B =
(A+ +B−, A−+B+) and !A = (A−×N, A+×N).

3.2. Realisability

We now introduce the realisability category T (X), which
is obtained by equipping F with realisers from G. Its defi-
nition is inspired by the realisability model for BLL of Hof-
mann & Scott [9]. The category T (X) has enough structure
to interpret the multiplicative exponential fragment of SBAL
and will be the basis of a model for full SBAL.
For any finite set X of resource variables, define T (X) by:

Objects An object A of T (X) is a triple (|A|,‖A‖,) of:

1. an object |A| in F (the underlying set);

2. a mapping ‖A‖ that assigns to each η ∈V (X) an
object ‖A‖η of G (the realising object);

3. a relation ⊆ (Ση∈V (X)G(I,‖A‖η))× F(1, |A|)
(the realisation relation).

This data must be such that there exist c,d ∈ N with

∀η ∈V (X). ∀x ∈ ‖A‖−η ∪‖A‖+
η . |x| ≤ c · |η |+d.

Morphisms A morphism f : A→ B in T (X) is a morphism
f : |A| → |B| in F, for which there exists a realiser
r : Πη∈V (X)‖A‖η →‖B‖η satisfying:

1. For all η ∈ V (X), a ∈ |A| and e : I → ‖A‖η ,
η ,e A a implies η ,rη · e B f (a).

2. The mapping 〈η ,q〉 7→ rη(q) is LINSPACE-
computable.

The size restriction in the definition of objects is needed
for defining composition. The realiser for a composition is
defined by the evident composition of realisers, and the size
restriction ensures LINSPACE computability of the result.

The category T (X) has a symmetric monoidal structure

|A⊗B|= |A|× |B|, ‖A⊗B‖η = ‖A‖η ⊗‖B‖η ,

η ,ea⊗ eb A⊗B 〈a,b〉 ⇐⇒ (η ,ea A a)∧ (η ,eb B b),

whose unit is the terminal object of T (X) defined by |1| =
{∗} and ‖1‖η = I. It has a monoidal exponent defined by

|A ( B|= |A| ⇒ |B|, ‖A ( B‖η = ‖A‖η ( ‖B‖η ,

η ,r A(B f ⇐⇒ if (η ,e A a) then (η ,ev · (r⊗ e) B f (a)).

In this definition, ev is the application morphism for the
monoidal closed structure in G.

To model the bounded modality, we have for each re-
source polynomial p ∈ P(X) and each x /∈ X a functor
!x<p : T (X ∪{x})→ T (X), such that

|!x<pA|= |A|,

‖!x<pA‖η =
(

∑
n<p[η ]

‖A‖−
η [n/x], ∑

n<p[η ]
‖A‖+

η [n/x]

)
,

and η ,e !x<pA a holds if and only if

∀n < p[η ]. ∃e′ : I →‖A‖η [n/x].(
∀q ∈ ‖A‖−

η [n/x].e(n,q) = 〈n,e′(q)〉
)

∧(η [n/x],e′ A a) .

The object !x<pA can be viewed as the object A together
with an additional memory cell of size log(p). A question to
!x<pA consists of a question q for A and a number n < p[η ].
We view n as the data to be stored in the memory cell. An
answer from !x<pA by definition comprises an answer to the
question for A together with the value n that was put in the
memory cell when the question was sent to !x<pA.

For all objects A and B of T (X ∪{x}), there are maps

der : !x<1A −→ A[0/x],
distr : !x<pA⊗ !x<pB −→ !x<p(A⊗B),

contr : !x<p+qA −→ !x<pA⊗ !y<qA[p+ y/x],

dig : !x<∑y<p q(y)A −→ !y<p!z<q(y)A[z+ ∑
u<y

q(u)/x]



with the evident underlying functions. To give an example
how these functions are realised, we spell out a realiser for
contr. A realiser rη has domain

∑
n<p[η ]+q[η ]

‖A‖+
η [n/x]+

(
∑

n<p[η ]
‖A‖−

η [n/x] + ∑
n<q[η ]

‖A‖−
η [n+p[η ]/x]

)
.

Its range is the same set with inverted polarities. Concretely,
rη can be defined by:

rη inl(n,a) =

{
inr(inl(n,a)) n < p[η ]
inr(inr(n− p[η ],a)) otherwise

rη inr(inl(n,q)) = inl(n,q)
rη inr(inr(n,q)) = inl(n+ p[η ],q)

Since the polynomial p is fixed and the function mapping
η 7→ p[η ] is computable in linear space, it follows that
〈η ,x〉 7→ rη(x) can be computed in linear space.

While T (X) can interpret the multiplicative exponential
fragment of SBAL, it does not model universal quantifica-
tion. Hence, impredicative encodings of datatypes are not
available in it. Nevertheless, we can prove complexity re-
sults for T (X) by defining directly a type Sx of small natural
numbers. The object Sx in T ({x}) is defined by

|Sx|= N, ‖Sx‖−η = ‖Sx‖+
η = {n ∈ N | n ≤ x[η ]} ,

(η ,e Sx n) ⇐⇒ (n ≤ η(x))∧ (e(0) = n).

Lemma 6. The underlying function of each morphism
!qSx → Sp(x) in U({x}) is linear space computable.

The proof of this lemma follows from the LINSPACE as-
sumption in the definition of T (X).

Lemma 7. If the underlying function of a morphism
!q(Sx ( S3)⊗ !qSx −→ (!qSp(x) ( S3)⊗ Sp(x) in U({x})
represents a function f : {0,1}∗ → {0,1}∗ in the sense of
Definition 4, then f is computable in logarithmic space.

This lemma is shown by observing that from a realiser for
the morphism one obtains a function that computes the re-
sult of f bit by bit. The space needed for this function is
linear in the space necessary to store a counter over the bits
of the output of f , i.e. O(log(p(x))) = O(log(x)).

Lemma 8 (Skewed iteration on Sx). For each p ∈ P1(X)
and each i ∈ P(X), there exists q ∈ P(X), such that the ob-
ject Sx ( !q!y<x(!iSp(y) ( Sp(y+1)) ( !qSp(0) ( Sp(x) has
a global element, whose underlying function is the standard
iteration combinator on natural numbers.

Having defined a semantics for the multiplicative exponen-
tial fragment of SBAL + (SKEW), to define a model for
full SBAL + (SKEW), it remains to account for formulae
with free second-order variables and with bounded univer-
sal quantification.

Our approach to modelling universal quantification is
similar to the approaches in many other realisability models
in the literature, e.g. [2]. Informally, we let the underlying
set |∀α ≤ p.A| be ∀α. |A| and define the realisation relation
on ∀α ≤ p.A uniformly, that is a realiser for f : ∀α. |A| is a
realiser of all the instances f (|B|) for appropriate objects B.
Although the polynomial p is not mentioned in this infor-
mal explanation, it is essential for finding a realising object
for ∀α ≤ p.A. Let us explain the role of p using the exam-
ple where A is α ( α . Corresponding to rule (∀-L), there
should be a morphism ‖∀α ≤ p.α ( α‖η → ‖B ( B‖η

for all appropriate objects B. If we use uniform realisers
for the universal quantifier, this map should be essentially
the identity (perhaps up to some encoding). Hence, the set
of questions ‖∀α ≤ p.α ( α‖−η should be such that it can
embed the sets of questions ‖B ( B‖−η for all appropriate B,
and likewise for the answers. Since the definition of objects
in T (X) contains a size-restriction on ‖∀α ≤ p.α ( α‖,
this implies that the object B cannot range over all objects
of T (X). Instead, we use the bound p to restrict the quan-
tification to range only over objects B whose realising ob-
ject ‖B‖η can be effectively encoded in the object ‖Np‖η

defined by ‖Np‖−η = ‖Np‖+
η = {n ∈ N | n < p[η ]}. Then

we can define ‖∀α ≤ p.α ( α‖η to be ‖Np‖η ( ‖Np‖η .
Thus, we model to quantification ∀α ≤ p.A such that it
ranges only over objects that can be encoded in ‖Np‖η .

To model universal quantification as sketched above, we
find it convenient to restrict our attention to the full subcat-
egory of T (X) consisting of objects whose realising object
can be effectively encoded in ‖Np‖ for some p. Formally,
we consider the full subcategory of T (X) with objects A
satisfying ‖A‖ = ‖NpA‖ for some pA ∈ P(X). We write
(|A|, pA,A) for such an object and call pA its size poly-
nomial. We write U(X) for the resulting full subcategory of
T (X). It can be shown that the constructions of ⊗, ( and
!x<p in T (X) restrict to U(X), by encoding the realising ob-
jects appropriately. The size bounds in Figure 1 derive from
the space requirements for these encodings.

In the rest of this section we outline how to model for-
mulae with free variables as well as universal quantifica-
tion. We model a formula Σ ` A by a family (Aρ)ρ∈E(Σ,X)
of U(X)-objects Aρ indexed by environments ρ . An envi-
ronment is a function that maps second-order variables to
objects in U(X). We model a proof Σ | A ` B as a fam-
ily ( fρ : Aρ → Bρ)ρ∈E(Σ,X) of morphisms in U(X). Both
the objects and the morphisms are subject to a uniformity
condition. In particular, the morphisms must be uniformly
realised, which means that all the maps fρ share a single
realiser. This uniformity condition is what makes the inter-
pretation of the universal quantifier work.

Definition 5. Let X be a finite set of resource variables, let
y1, . . . ,yn be variables not occurring in X and let p ∈ Pn(X).
Define Objp

~y (X) to be the set of all objects in U(X ∪{~y})



that are positive in~y and have size polynomial p(~y).

Definition 6. Let Σ be a second-order context with free re-
source variables in X . A Σ-environment on X is a function
that assigns to each variable α , for which there is a declara-
tion α ≤ p : Fmn in Σ, a pair 〈~y,A〉 such that the variables in
{~y} do not appear in X and A is an object in Objp

~y (X).
We write E(Σ,X) for the set of Σ-environments on X .

For a context Σ, we write ΣF for the System F context
{α : Type | (α ≤ p : Fmn) ∈ Σ}. For any Σ-environment ρ

we write ρF for the System F-substitution α 7→ |π2(ρ(α))|.
Define a category UFam(Σ,X) of uniform families over

Σ and X as follows.

Objects An object is a triple (|A|, p,), where |A| is an
object of F(ΣF) and p is a polynomial in P(X). Finally,
 is a family of relations (ρ)ρ∈E(Σ,X), such that for all
ρ ∈ E(Σ,X) the definition Aρ :=(|A|[ρF], p,ρ) yields
an object of U(X).

Morphisms A morphism f : A → B is a map f : |A| → |B|
in F(ΣF) that has a uniform realiser. This means that
there exists r : Πη ∈V (X).‖Aρ‖η → ‖Bρ‖η such that
r realises f [ρF] for all ρ ∈ E(Σ,X).

The category UFam(·,X) is equivalent to U(X).
For each object A of UFam((Σ,α ≤ p : Fmn),X), there

exists an object ∀α ≤ p.A in UFam(Σ,X) satisfying

|∀α ≤ p.A|= ∀α. |A|, ‖∀α ≤ p.A‖η = ‖A‖η ,

η ,e (∀α≤p.A)ρ
f ⇐⇒ ∀B ∈ Objp

~y (X). η ,e Aρ[α 7→〈~y,B〉] f (|B|),

where ~y = y1, . . . ,yn is a vector of variables that do not
occur in X . This definition can be extended to a functor
UFam((Σ,α ≤ p : Fmn),X) → UFam(Σ,X), using which
UFam can interpret the whole of SBAL.

The complexity results from Section 2.3 are a conse-
quence of Lemmas 6 and 7. This is the case because im-
predicative data types can be encoded in the object Sx of
small numbers, in the following sense.

Lemma 9. For each p ∈ P1(X), there are in U(X ∪ {x})
morphisms c : Nλx.x

x → Sx and d : !3x·p(x)Sx → Np
x , whose

underlying functions are an isomorphism.

A similar result holds for Fp
k . We note that the underlying

sets of Np
x and Sx are isomorphic because we use F to rep-

resent the underlying functions. Had we use standard set
theory then the underlying set of Np

x could have contained
additional elements.

The next lemma follows from Lemma 8 using Lemma 9.

Lemma 10 (Correctness of skewed iteration). Let A, B,
C and D be small data types satisfying the assumptions
of rule (SKEW). Then there are polynomials p and q,
for which the object Np

x ( !q!y<x(A ( B) ( !qC ( D in
UFam(Σ,X) has a global element, whose underlying func-
tion is the standard iteration combinator.

3.3. Conclusion and further work

We believe that SBAL improves on existing type systems
for logarithmic space, such as [14, 13, 11, 15]. With higher-
order functions, SBAL allows for a natural representation
of LOGSPACE algorithms, and by supporting impredicative-
style datatype encodings, SBAL offers flexible data represen-
tation. The model construction for SBAL is based on ideas
from [15], but improves on [15] in simplicity and generality.

Interesting questions for further work include studying
the possibilities for simplifications of SBAL, perhaps using
ideas from LLL [6], finding a characterisation of skewed it-
eration in terms of logical concepts, and studying to what
extent LOGSPACE-algorithms on structured data, such as
graphs, can be represented naturally in SBAL.
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